
West Highland Way 2013. 

What follows will be my ramblings and recollections of the weekend’s events. 

I got asked several months ago to be a support runner to John Munro. I was immediately shocked, surprised 

and honoured to be asked to be one of John’s support runners. While I feel I am a fairly decent runner, 

better than some and not as good as others, I wasn’t 100% confident of my abilities to run on the WHW with 

someone of John’s calibre. But I was not about to pass the chance up. It’s not the kind of request you say no 

too. 

In the following months I set about upping my game running further on a weekly basis and also getting a few 

runs in with Jo Rae, a fellow WCH and damn fine ultra-runner, although she is too modest to say so. The 

training paid off so well that I ran a sub 4hour marathon on an undulating course with minimal effort, which 

was a massive confidence boost especially with the Clyde Stride looming on the horizon. 

On the day of the race I planned to run the Black Rock 5 then scoot off to Munro HQ before we headed up to 

the start. As with the best laid plans of mice and men, this went tits up when my daughter Lisa who was 

attending her high school prom had a wardrobe malfunction on her dress. So I text Helen to let her know we 

would get Lisa sorted and head to the start. This was actually better as it allowed Susan to accompany me to 

the start. 

We got to the start, I text Helen who told me she was at the gazebo. We couldn’t see it so I wandered about 

like a headless chicken, finding sir spikey of parkrun but nae gazebo. I saw many people I recognised from 

Facebook pages but knew these people had better things to do than speak to some random eejit looking for 

a gazebo. We found the gazebo eventually and met David Mooney and Robert “the running machine” Souter. 

With the pre-race photo and briefing completed we headed to the high street to see the runners on their 

way. After a wee sick joke about someone coming out of the pub legless, the runners arrived heading to Fort 

William, every one of them smiling like dafties. We headed to the first pit stop 7 miles from the start where 

we had rolls on bacon and hot coffee. The first runners sped past us at unbelievable speeds; we never 

noticed their faces but certainly noticed their distinctive running styles. James decided to have a comfort 

break which probably wasn’t the best idea to do this in the bushes wearing a hi-viz jacket. With John on his 

way we headed to the next stop 

We arrived at Balmaha and got ready for the first pit stop after some zzzzzzzs. As everything was setup we 

went to the checkpoint to wait for john. In comes a runner with yellow legs,WTF! This it turned out, to be 

yellow leggings thankfully and not support team hallucinating. I spotted John and ran back to the camper to 

alert Helen of his imminent arrival. Upon John’s arrival, he started giving orders of what he wanted and 

needed. The stop went good with little or no hitches. Our first issue was a hot kettle which James cooled 

down in a puddle. Upon returning from a loo break and coffee stop we headed back to the van only to hear a 

rep from trespass (I think) asking a runner what they thought off the jacket. Live in the field market research! 

Onwards to Rowardennan and midge hell on earth. It seemed like forever waiting on john coming in thanks 

to the midges as we wandered trying to kill time and keep spirits up. It honestly looked like a bank robber’s 

convention, with everyone wearing nets on their heads. John came in and we took him back to the van for 

another successful stop. He was in fine form(or grumpy bugger mode) after the equivalent of a marathon.  

Next Beinglas and more bloody midges. The eventual race winner arrived here so quickly they timing 

mechanisms weren’t even setup yet! John arrived looking strong and voice in fine form(aye, grumpy bugger 

mode again. How you feeling?  SHIT! Even after Noanie ribbed him about his pervy socks. It was here that 

anyone fortunate/unfortunate (delete as applicable) enough got more than an eyeful ! Although in his 



defence it had been a cold wet miserable night 42 miles in. Looking at the photos from here that I took, john 

looked very strong. 

Auchtertyre - ITS SHOWTIME! Time for quick loo breaks before john comes in, aye thanks James for using the 

entire loo roll! Both Sarah and I got ourselves ready to run, both beginning to tense up and get 

nervous(nerves are good right?). As we waited ,a supporters huuuge umbrella collapsed on top of him 

thankfully I managed to keep straight face, almost,  we saw runners being hand led by support teams they 

were that out of it, but not our guy Munro he was strong as ever. Indeed had he not stopped here he would 

have beaten his Highland fling time by 30 mins! Once John had been fed and watered he headed off with 

Sarah, who rocked! To more seasoned runners it was ‘only’ 3 miles with someone who had run 50+ miles, a 

skoosh surely. But for Sarah, a self-confessed ‘slow non-runner’ to run with someone of john’s calibre would 

have been quite a daunting prospect. But she was awesome with john even commenting that she was better 

pacer than me, which to be fair probably isn’t saying much. Sarah came along the road with John with a look 

of sheer determination and concentration, she had done it! She honestly thought she wouldn’t keep up with 

john but as we all knew she would be fine. With a bit more self confidence in her abilities as a runner, this 

young lady will achieve greater things than she already has. While waiting for the runners I had the pleasure 

of meeting David Mooney, someone who I instantly took a liking too feeling lots of positive energy coming of 

him, either that or sweat. As we chatted, he asked if I was looking forward to my run, I shrugged it off saying I 

am only doing 17 miles, which like lots of things is all relative. Compared to john’s 95 it was nowt, compared 

to your average park runner it was massive.  

I took the attitude of what I was doing was nothing(and 17 miles was nothing) and I couldn’t complain about 

anything no matter what it was. Yeah the midges were hell, yeah it would have been better to sleep in a 

comfy bed, yeah a nice full Scottish breakfast woulda been better than half a scotch pie and snickers but 

these guys and gals were running 95 fecking miles, so I told myself that if I felt like crap for a millisecond or 2, 

I would remind myself of what these people were doing and tell myself to mtfu but I can’t honestly think of 

anytime I felt like crap. Being around people, runners,supporters,crew, family, and  race organisers who were 

nothing but all smiles, cheery faces and full of positive attitudes tends to do that to you. 

 

So, I was all raring to go when john asked Helen to have Vaseline ready 7/8 miles along the road at bridge of 

Orchy. Like the little Boy Scout I am I told Helen to go into my bag as I had a wee pot in there. She got it out 

and applied said Vaseline where required. At which point I was warned to be careful if I put it onto my lips 

later as we all now know where it had been. Needless to say I no longer have that wee tin of Vaseline. Off we 

headed, I started off with a light jog to which I was told bugger that it’s a hill, so we walked a bit and soon 

began a wee trot, heading off to fast as we went. We needed to keep to 12-15 min miles and we were closer 

to 11. We slowed down a bit, and walked a bit then ran a bit. I didn’t realise it to begin with but john was 

going through his first slump. He was supposed to eat every 20 mins. After the second 20mins, he seemed to 

refuse to eat, so after I crossed a fence I offered a bit of my bar which he took. It couldn’t have been to his 

liking as he started to eat his own stuff again! The sun had come out but john didn’t have his hat on! (in 

fairness, the weather had been pretty piss poor up until now), remind me to get hat of Helen at next stop he 

told me. No need, the lil boy scout had one in the “tardis” of a backpack. We saw some runners ahead who 

we thought we recognised. Was it the gannet? John enquired. Looks like his legs I said! But as we got closer 

we realised it wasn’t gannet, it was Amanda who was chief massager at the finish later on, running with a 

friend. She asked how john was, calves are screaming at me, sooooore they are, to which Amanda replied 

Man the fuck up john and bid us farewell. And with a wave off she trotted. I think john was stunned but it 

was probably exactly what he needed to hear. We plugged away taking advantage of the downhills as we 

went. Soon we saw the station, not long to go now, john seemed to perk up, and as he knew a rest would be 



coming soon. As we headed to the main road we saw James and Helen. They led us round to where we 

pinched a seat for john. Helen massaged his calves and chatted to assess how he was as I chatted to James 

about his general wellbeing. I asked how his back was as it was sore earlier, still bloody sore. I offered to rub 

it for him which the swine took me up on to which James thought it so amusing, he took a photo!  

John rested ,rubbed down and icepack on his neck , we headed onwards to Glencoe 11 miles away. It was a 

hard slog but most importantly it was a forward moving slog. We saw a flag which john told me was Murdo 

the magnificent, a WHW legend who always camps up here and passes out jelly babies. Upon our arrival, we 

were greeted with the words “so this must be the famous john Munro”. John immediately perked up, and 

why wouldn’t you with that greeting. We chatted for a short while before moving on. Downhill, we started to 

trot a bit quicker but soon began walking again taking in some pretty spectacular views. We started a 100 

walking 100 running routine to hopefully pick us out of the slump. During a walk section john received a text 

from Helen promising beer and whiskey (speed increased here), we also noticed we were probably walking 

quicker than we could run up this section. We began to pick runners off one by one, passing several in one 

stint. I commented to john where the hell did that come from, I clocked just under 9 min miles, closer to 8 

replied john. Slowly but surely the slump was getting booted out and it was here I got told a valuable lesson 

of ultras. Keep moving it WILL get better and it did. We eventually caught up with a runner who looked 

shocked to see us cheerfully running along. Where’s yer time machine he enquired you's look so relaxed and 

fresh which we were! Just running along enjoying it and dare I say smelling the roses. 

This section of our run was I have to say the most rewarding piece of running ever. Not only did I get lessons 

in ultra-running but I also got to see a man at his lowest ebb with one foot in the gutter and rise from the 

proverbial ashes to kick some ass, it was indeed a sight to behold and feel privileged to have been the only 

one to have seen it unfold in front of me. 

 

Not long to go till Glencoe, just to the top of the hill I said. We walked a bit preserving energy for the final 

push. Ok let’s go we started running gaining momentum as we went hurtling towards Glencoe, passing 

runner after runner. Turn left I shouted from behind to make sure he took the correct turn. We saw Sarah 

but kept going sprinting up the hill to the car park, yes I did say sprinting! Checked in john turned to me 

shook my hand and hugged (in a manly way off course!) and said some kind words to me about our run 

which I won’t share here. Go and finish the bloody job I replied. As john sat down to be attended to, I felt the 

emotions of the run getting to me, filled with pride or god knows what about what we were doing today, so I 

retreated to the van to get the BRU. Composed, I came out the van joking(my constant defence mechanism) 

about my elixir of life. It was at this point that Sarah told us her version of events as we came of that hill 

which she describes in her blog here, http://teapotandtrainers.blogspot.co.uk/2013/06/west-highland-way-

race-2013.html  , it always gets to me reading her account of our descent. Proud does not even begin to 

describe how I feel 

John headed of into the sunset with James heading to the devils staircase, a nasty evil bugger of a climb. We 

were heading to Kinlochleven, but were too busy blethering to notice Helen was on auto pilot and heading to 

the finish! Ooooops Quick turn around and head to KLL. Waiting around we got our bearings. James text, 

john was in slump again! Bugger me this running 95 miles is great aint it. They were gonna be a while. When 

they did come in john was in a bad way, silent and looked like a dead man walking. Gill another support 

runner came along with ice lollys for her runner RAB. John couldn’t see s%$t pass him by and said he could 

go some ice cream. Seriously! It’s back of 9 on a Saturday night 80+ miles into a run and you want ice cream! 

10 mins later I returned with ice cream! We all tucked in, john managed 2 bites and his stomachs said don’t 



think so matey! Eventually, john went for a kip, and awoke from his slumber revitalised (ok artistic licence 

there!) fed and watered he headed off to Fort William with James. 

We headed off to Lundavra (yeah it rhymes wi wunderbra, snigger snigger). This is on a hill in the middle of 

nowhere! The marshals had a fire going for runners to head to and get some heat. We saw some flickering 

head torches, better play some music I guess said the marshal. Out blasts Rocky theme. Everyone and I mean 

everyone got a lift from this. Suddenly tired runners were revitalised and storming towards us. Still no 

john/James, we waited. Helen offered me to go get changed and run with the guys into fort William. Oh how 

I so wanted to! Heck I wanted to run the whole damn thing! But, I couldn’t, this I felt was James’s time to run 

with john and I couldn’t take that away from him. I knew how special their time together was as I had been 

there earlier so I resisted and stayed put muttering some piss poor reply. The guys came in looking great and 

headed of on the final leg. 

Homeward bound we headed to fort William. Ah oor pals the midges were back! It was the end so you put 

up with it as some folk have just run 95 miles. As we waited patiently, a runner took his girlfriend back to the 

finish line and proposed. Yes this race gets to you and has everything. 500 metres from the end James shook 

johns hand and told him to finish the job as he started, alone. A true gentleman is our James. John finished in 

fine form followed by James. 95 miles pffft nowt to this man! It was daylight so we posed for pics and 

retreated to bed after hugs and pats on the back. WE fucking did it so we did!!!  

Early morning we woke in the camper van, Sarah returned from her shower to tell me Marco Consani (2nd 

place) had returned to cheer the final finishers in. What a guy! What a sport! Wouldn’t get that anywhere 

else. I headed for my shower, only to be met by Marco who held the door open for me. It’s embarrassing to 

say but I was a bit starstruck. I kept saying to myself Marco bloody Consani held the door open for ME! Yeah I 

know he is a normal bloke and all that but I am relatively new to this running stuff.  

We gathered in the hall for prize giving, where every finisher gets presented with their coveted goblet. Jo 

went for hers and then shortly afterwards john did as well. I was overcome with pride for everyone who 

finished but especially these 2 that I count as my friends. The person who finished last gets presented their 

goblet by the first finisher, which is a pretty nice way to finish. 

Later we headed to the pub, where I felt uncomfortable. I don’t do crowded places and can get a bit 

overwhelmed and retreat into a shell, daft I know but hey what can you do. As we left for something to eat I 

spotted Jo and at last I got the chance to congratulate her and I hightailed it out of there. This surprised me 

as I have always felt at ease with Jo. But I think, I felt more uncomfortable than normal as I didn’t feel I 

belonged or was worthy enough to be in such esteemed company of so many goblet owners. Yes I know this 

is daft as every single person in that pub would gladly sit down with anyone and shoot the breeze, they are a 

most awesome bunch. But I felt to be in that room, I had to earn the right.  We tucked into some good food 

before retreating to bed instead of pub as we were all knackered. 

In the morning, after breakfast we were in the van ready to go home, john took the goblet out to show me 

and offered to let me hold it. I immediately refused telling him I will hold my own one in a few years’ time 

when I have earned the right to hold such a thing of beauty and meaning.  We headed homeward not 

stopping, going back to our lives knowing we had all taken and played our part in something pretty special. I 

think whether we realise it or not we have all bonded in a special way and will now be friends for ever, able 

to call on each other  for anything anytime. 

I have been asked a question several times. Next Year? Will you do it? Fancy it? Right now I know I am not 

ready for the challenge. It was only 2 year ago I tipped the scales at almost 19 stone and started running. My 

plan in April 2011 after watching the London marathon was to run a marathon in 5 years. 2 years later I have 



done 3 marathons(London included) and heading to my first ultra in 2 weeks. Too early perhaps, but you 

don’t know until you try and I would rather try and collapse at 30 miles and crawl to the end than not try to 

shoot for the moon. So yes I will return to the West Highland Way race soon as a runner with a support crew. 

I may not be the fastest or slowest but I will finish it, probably a year or two earlier than I should but that’s 

just my nature. Next year I will be Highland Flinging or battling with The devil of the highlands. My 

preference would be for the latter as I have ran a large portion of it already but we will see. So, it is not time 

to prepare for the Clyde stride then dream of my return to the glorious West Highland Way Race, where 

people’s lives change forever for the better. 

George Furmage 

 


